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Context statement
The Government has asked schools to adhere to the following:
The link to reviewed guidance is as follows:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak?priority-taxon=b350e61d-1db9-4cc2-bb44-fab02882ac25
Separate guidance is available for early years, further education colleges and for special schools, as follows:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures
Essential measures include:
• a requirement that people who are ill stay at home
• robust hand and respiratory hygiene
• enhanced cleaning arrangements
• active engagement with NHS Test and Trace
• formal consideration of how to reduce contacts and maximise distancing between those in school wherever possible and minimise the potential for contamination so far as is
reasonably practicable
How contacts are reduced will depend on the school’s circumstances and will (as much as possible) include:
• grouping children together
• avoiding contact between groups
• arranging classrooms with forward-facing desks
• staff maintaining distance from pupils and other staff as much as possible
Protective measures
This is the set of actions schools must take. They are grouped into ‘prevention’ and ‘response to any infection’ and are outlined in more detail in the sections below.
Prevention:
1) Minimise contact with individuals who are unwell by ensuring that those who have coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms, or who have someone in their household who does, do
not attend school.
2) Ensure face coverings are used in recommended circumstances.
3) Clean hands thoroughly more often than usual.
4) Ensure good respiratory hygiene by promoting the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach.
5) Introduce enhanced cleaning, including cleaning frequently touched surfaces often, using standard products such as detergents and bleach.
6) Minimise contact between individuals and maintain social distancing wherever possible.
7) Keep occupied spaces well ventilated.
In specific circumstances:
8) Where necessary, wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE).
9) Promote and engage in asymptomatic testing, where available.
Numbers 1 to 5 MUST be in place in all schools, all the time.
Number 6 MUST be properly considered and schools must put in place measures that suit their particular circumstances.
Number 8 applies in specific circumstances identified on the risk assessment.
Response to any infection you must always:
10) Promote and engage with the NHS Test and Trace process.
11) Manage confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) amongst the school community.
12) Contain any outbreak by following local health protection team advice.
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Number 10 to 12 MUST be followed in every case where they are relevant.

Social distancing in early years and primary schools:
We know that, unlike older children and adults, early years and primary age children cannot be expected to remain 2 metres apart from each other and staff. In deciding to bring
more children back to early years and schools, we are taking this into account. Schools should therefore work through the hierarchy of measures set out above:
• Avoiding contact with anyone with symptoms
• Frequent hand cleaning and good respiratory hygiene practices
• Regular cleaning of settings
• Minimising contact and mixing
The overarching principle to apply is reducing the number of contacts between children and staff. This can be achieved through keeping groups separate (in ‘bubbles’) and
through maintaining a distance between individuals. Theses are not alternative options and both measures will help, but the balance between them will change depending on:
• Children’s ability to distance
• The layout of the school
• The feasibility of keeping distinct groups separate while offering a broad curriculum (especially at secondary).
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Bede Academy belief and vision
This time has shown us how blessed we
are to work at Bede Academy.
We believe all our students made in the
image of God and are:
• Infinitely precious
• Gifted for a purpose
• Morally responsible
Our vision is to see:
• Excellence in character
• Excellence in curriculum
• Excellence in the community
We can honestly say, we have seen all
three in abundance this year!
Our students, parents and staff have all
shown excellence!
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Section A: Reducing contact
1. Site preparation
2. Arrival and departure lines, times and
routines
3. Class layout and routines
4. Staggered breaks and lunches
5. Other logistics
6. Maintaining distance
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Site preparation

Section A: Reducing contact

In order to fully open the building, a number of actions will take
place to ensure staff and student safety:
• A thorough inspection of the site, to assess water quality, fire
safety, fully operational lifts, doors and facilities
• A full risk assessment to ensure all appropriate safety
measures are in place, regarding Coronavirus management
• Check classroom layouts
• Ensure appropriate spacing.
• Spacing of seating and tables in the Hall to ensure safety at
mealtimes.
• Deep cleaning
• Check markings and tape to ensure a one-way system of entry
and exit, for parents dropping off children (see site plans
below)
• Check line markings throughout the site
• Check signage to issue reminders for hand washing and
maintaining distance
• Provision of additional hand cleaning facilities and provision of
hand sanitiser where there is no sink and soap
• Provision of PPE for medical room and first aid usage
• Perspex screen at reception to minimise contact with
approved visitors (parents will not be permitted in the
building)
• Review of fire evacuation routes and assembly points
• Provision of door wedges for all classrooms, to ensure good
ventilation
• Signs on all gates at north to state: Please use main entrance –
all other gates to remain closed
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• Staff training

Arrival and departure lines and times
• We will generally have two year groups at a time arriving at the academy.
• Each class will be assigned a drop off and pick up time and two drop off and pick up
lines e.g. 10 and 12. There will be a free line between each line of students and these
are for exiting the academy. Parents will walk down the free lines to the exit gate at the
back of the AstroTurf. This is to avoid the crowds on the playground and the crossing of
students and parents.
• All classes will enter the main gate.
• Some will walk around the building and
enter at the Year 2 gate – orange line.
• Some will walk the usual route to the
yard – red line.
• Nursery will line up in the nursery yard
and morning nursery will follow the exit
at the back of the AstroTurf. Afternoon
nursery will leave through the main gate.
• Additional lines will be painted in MUGA
2. Parents using the MUGA lines will exit
at the exit barrier on
the AstroTurf. MUGA 1 will be left free.
• Staff will be available to guide you.

Section A: Reducing contact
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Arrival and departure routines
• Only one parent per family is allowed on site.
• There is a 10-minute allocation window to drop child off and pick
up. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THESE TIMES ARE STRICTLY FOLLOWED.
• Students must stay with their parent at all times.
• Parents can wait at the back of the AstroTurf if dropping off more
than one child and different times.
• Parents are not allowed into the academy building, unless by prior
arrangement.
• Staff will greet the class and walk with them to their allocated room
and bring them to your line at the end of the day.
• Entrance doors to the building, and classroom, to remain wedged
open to avoid multiple hands touching it.

Section A: Reducing contact
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Class layout and routines
• Students must all face in the same direct. Classes will be set out in rows. Students have
coped well with this and have been very happy to return. Early Years classes will
be more flexible and will work in groups.
• A strict seating plan will be followed to support test and trace.
• Packed lunch will be kept under individual desks. Lunch boxes can be used.
• Water bottles to remain on desks and taken home each night to wash.
• Students will be given their own stationary packs.

Section A: Reducing contact
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Staggered breaks and lunches
• Each class will be given an allocated time slot for break and lunch and each class will be
supervised by a member of staff.
Playtimes
• Students are to be given a designated zone of the yard. Mixing with other groups is not
permitted.
Lunchtime
• Lunch will take place in the hall as usual.
• Students will be sat with their class.
• Students who bring packed lunches can use their lunch boxes. These must be washed on
return home each night. Packed lunches can be sent in disposable bags if you prefer.

Section A: Reducing contact
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Maintaining Distance
• Visitors are not permitted on site without an appointment, and access to site by deliveries
restricted to times when there are not students arriving and departing.
• Where possible, students are to keep their distance from other students and staff, but it is
understood this is not always possible with younger students.
• Distance must be kept from specialist teachers who may teach a number of classes.
• Large gatherings, such as assemblies, will not be possible, given that adequate distancing
measures cannot be maintained. These will be delivered on Google Classroom.
• There will be limited interaction between classes and sharing of rooms.

Section A: Reducing contact

Section B:Maintaining good hygiene
1. Hand washing arrangements
2. Cleaning arrangements
3. Use of shared equipment
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Hand cleaning arrangements
• Hand cleaning stations are positioned at each student, staff and visitor entrance and in
classrooms and the dining hall.
• All those entering the academy are required to wash/sanitise their hands.
• Hand cleaning is recommended frequently and required at the following times as a minimum:
• Entry to the school (at start of day and end of breaks);
• On entry to the dining hall;
• Before and after eating;
• Unnecessary touching of the face is discouraged.
• Teachers will remind students to use tissues and bin them once used. If tissues are not readily
available exactly when needed, occupants are reminded to cough or sneeze into their arm.
• Signage throughout the site to promote good hygiene

Section B: Maintaining good hygiene

Cleaning arrangements
The academy has implemented additional cleaning regimes. This includes
the following:
• Frequent cleaning of classrooms, toilets, common areas and dining halls.
• Frequent cleaning of all touched surfaces, such as door handles, handrails,
tabletops, play equipment and toys.
• Classrooms furniture and soft furnishings have been reduced in order to
improve the ability to effectively clean.
• Antibacterial wipes and gloves provided for use of shared equipment and
facilities, such as photocopiers.
• Additional sanitiser fogging machines have been purchased to ensure
effective regular sanitisation of whole classrooms, such as specialist rooms
where there are changes in users.
• Toilets will be cleaned in the morning, after break, after lunch and at the
end of the day.
• Common areas will be cleaned once a day or after use.
• Equipment used by the students and staff will be suitably cleaned at the
end of each day or before it is used by another person.

Section B: Maintaining good hygiene

Use of shared equipment
• All students will have a classroom base.
• Homework will be set on Google Classroom.
• Equipment packs created for each student to minimise sharing; resources not to be shared
between rooms.
• Additional iPads have been ordered to limit sharing before cleaning. Equipment used by the
students and staff will be suitably cleaned at the end of each day or before it is used by
another person.
• Sports, Engineering and Science equipment will be kept to a minimum, and where used, will
be cleaned between groups.
• All items delivered to the site (post, parcels etc.) will be wiped down on arrival, and deliveries
restricted to times where there is minimal student movement (ie not arrival / departure
times).
• Staff use of shared equipment to be limited to essential use, and gloves to be worn (eg.
Photocopiers).

Section B: Maintaining good hygiene
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Section C: Responding to illness
1. Students or staff with symptoms
2. Designated room
3. Readiness to return to lockdown
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Students or staff with symptoms

Manage confirmed cases of COVID-19:
Schools must take swift action when they become aware that someone who
has attended has tested positive for COVID-19. They should contact the local
health protection team. This includes, implementing their advice, specific
procedures and containing any outbreak as directed.

Section C: Responding to illness
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Students or staff with symptoms
No student or member of staff is to attend the academy if they have symptoms of

COVID-19.

They must inform the academy using this email address, so that
appropriate steps can be taken to protect others:
covidreporting@bedeacademy.org.uk
Protocol to follow if student or staff members develops symptoms
• Send home and advise to self-isolate for 7 days. Cannot return to the academy.
• Household members should self-isolate for 10 days.
• Anyone sent home with Covid-19 symptoms is required to get tested. Coronavirus
test for students can be booked here: https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronaviruscovid-19/
• Essential workers in England, Scotland or Northern Ireland, can apply for priority
testing through GOV. UK. A coronavirus test can be booked here:
https://www.gov.uk/apply-coronavirus-test-essentialworkers
• If test is negative, return to the academy and household ends self-isolation.
• If test is positive, individual receives medical advice/treatment.
• If there is a confirmed case then we will fully co-operate with PHE’s Track and Trace
programme. Seating plans will be used to identify any student who has been within
2m for more than 15 minutes with the infected individual. For this reason creation
of, and adherence to centrally saved seating plans is essential.
• If positive cases are detected within the academy, senior staff will report to PHE who
will investigate and advise, in line with government guidelines.
Manage confirmed cases of COVID-19:
Schools must take swift action when they become aware that someone who
has attended has tested positive for COVID-19. They should contact the local
health protection team. This includes, implementing their advice, specific
procedures and containing any outbreak as directed.

Section C: Responding to illness
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Designated room
• A room has been set aside solely for managing cases of COVID19.
• At Bede South, this room is the interview room. The room is not
to be used for meetings.
• If well enough the person with symptoms can remain in the
room alone until collected, and observation from staff through
interior windows. If needed staff will remain with the child;
• Occupants (staff or students) who display symptoms of the virus
during the school day will be isolated in the designated room
until additional medical assistance can be gained. This may be
111 support, an ambulance or until they leave the site to selfisolate;
• First aiders required to assist this person will wear full PPE
including, apron, gloves, mask and visor;
• First aiders will complete appropriate training for ‘donning and
doffing’ PPE – NHS video / advice
• https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/face-mask-ppe-rpecoronavirus.htm
• PPE is disposed of in accordance with NHS COVID-19 waste
management guidance;
• The first aid room will be cleaned frequently and after each use
(when first aid care has been provided).

Section C: Responding to illness
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Readiness to return to lockdown
We should all be aware that a class, year group, local lockdown could result in an immediate switch to the
online learning platform. In these circumstances it is expected that there will be a seamless transition
between curriculum in the academy and continuing online learning at home.
Students and parents have done extremely well with home-schooling and in the case of another lockdown
we will follow the same system on Google Classroom or Tapestry.

Section C: Responding to illness
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Responsive curriculum and teaching guidelines
Parents have done an excellent job with home-schooling and as a result our students have
continued to make progress at home. However, we expect that learning may vary and we will
need to respond to this and to any loss of learning as a result of lockdown.
We will consider what students have learned using low-stakes in class formative
assessment. We will continue to plan lessons in response to formative assessment in class and
teachers will provide high quality instant feedback in lessons.
To support continued learning, we ask that parents respond to any homework on
Google Classroom and spend time reading with their child, practising Learn Its and looking back
over Knowledge Organisers.

Section D: Student support

Homework on Google Classroom/Tapestry
The use of Google Classroom and Tapestry for our Early Years classes has been a huge
success and has helped us to innovate the ways in which we interact with our students.
Students have engaged extremely well with Google Classroom. We do not want them to
lose this skill and so we recommend that most homework continues to be delivered and
marked using Google Classroom and Tapestry We need to be prepared for class, year group,
academy, local and national closure so Google Classroom and Tapestry needs to continue to
be part of what we do.
Google Classrooms also provides an excellent resource for us to set 'low-stakes' quizzes
through forms which can quickly identify gaps in knowledge. These can also be set as
homework.
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Vulnerable students and students with medical needs
It is anticipated that very few, if any, will be unable to attend the academy as a
consequence of shielding or health issues. Where there is uncertainty in this regard,
parents must contact the academy to arrange a meeting, where a risk assessment will be
written for the individual. Medical evidence will be required in order to sanction any
absence from the academy on medical grounds.
If it is necessary for a student to shield, or to temporarily self-isolate (because a member of
their household has Covid symptoms) their learning will continue via Google Classrooms.
Staff have received safeguarding training where there was consideration of the impact that
lockdown may have had on students and their families and the support that can be given.
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Sensory needs and separation anxiety
Government guidance states that all students must return to full time school. Staff will be
aware that some students will not have left their families for a long while and therefore
they might find it difficult to return to the academy. Some students will have enjoyed being
at home and receiving close support from their parents.
The academy has provided a one-hour session and a full day session to help build up the
return for every child. The students who have already been attending full time have greatly
benefited.
All staff will be vigilant and will work together with parents to address any concerns about
students returning and will make adaptions if appropriate.

Equally, for many students, a return to the formality, structure and routines of the academy
environment will be welcomed and they will be keen to settle quickly into the structures of
a normal academy day.
The local authority has launched an information service to support parents and
children finding it difficult to return. Please follow this link for further
information: https://padlet.com/nies1/parentcarerresources

Section D: Student support
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Students with other special education needs
We have been impressed by ALL of our students and how they have adapted to the changes
over recent months. For some of our SEN students the biggest hurdle may be establishing
routine again and reassuring them that all is ok to attend the academy. Students with some
special educational needs might have found it especially difficult to adapt to changes in their
education. Home-schooling and online learning may have been particularly challenging for
this group so they may now have increased gaps in their learning.
Students may need support adjusting to new routines and expectations as well as the
demands of the work. It will be important to assess their starting points and adapt work
appropriately so that they can experience success and reengage with learning. Clear
expectations will also need to be established for behaviour and some students may need
further support with this.

Section D: Student support
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Bereavement
We are aware that there may well be students in our community who have been directly affected by
COVID-19, through the loss of a family member, friend or neighbour. The Student Welfare team can
provide additional support for bereaved students, and to offer signposts for their families. This
support is also available for staff.
As an Academy, we hold kindness as one of Core Values:
‘We care for those who are in difficulty and who are hurting, recognising that the world
does not exist for us alone’. We would like to offer our deepest sympathy to any family who
has suffered the loss of a loved one.
WEBSITES & HELPLINES

Phone: 0808 808 1677 (Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm)
Website: www.cruse.org.uk

Section D: Student support

Website: https://www.childbereavementukorg/
Helpline: 0800 02 888 40
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Access to toilets
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Attendance – for September
“Attendance rates should be no lower than 97% for any individual student”
At Bede Academy students are taught the importance of achieving their “Personal Best”. This means that each student’s
attitude and behaviour must be of the highest possible standard. As part of this, student attendance at Bede Academy is
crucial if students are to flourish and reach their full potential.
1. Responsibilities
Positive and consistent Academy/home links are essential in maintaining high levels of attendance
and combating poor levels of attendance.
Students are expected:
• To attend the Academy on a regular basis and to be punctual.
• To be appropriately prepared for the Academy day and always strive to do their best.
• To inform a member of staff/form tutor if there is a reason which may prevent them from
attending the Academy.
Parents are expected:
• To ensure that their children attend the Academy regularly and are on time.
• To work with the Academy to improve student attendance where necessary.
• To ensure that contact is made with the Academy as soon as reasonably practicable whenever
their child is unable to attend. Parents should inform the Academy of the reason for the
absence on the first day of the student being absent, by telephoning the Academy receptionist
or sending a written reason for the absence to the Academy.
• To provide their child with a written absence note explaining the reason for any absence on
the day the student returns to the Academy.
• To ensure that their child arrives at the Academy well-prepared for the Academy day and to
support the completion of all homework by set deadlines.
• To contact the Academy when situations other than illness arise that may hinder Academy
attendance or performance.
• To avoid taking holidays or medical appointments during term time. Parents will be reminded
of the detrimental effect that such absences can have on a student’s potential achievement.
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Attendance Policy

Punctuality
Why is punctuality important?
If a child arrives late:
• there is risk of a spread of the virus
• the rest of the class are settled and ready for learning but he/she is not.
• he/she may have missed a key learning point.
• he/she interrupts the learning of other students whilst the teacher has to settle him/her into the
classroom and the lesson.
• he/she is failing to realise that punctuality is a key employability skill
What if a child arrives late?
He/she will need to sign in at the Main Reception in order to explain the reason for his/her lateness. The
Attendance Officer will be informed and sanctions will be put in place if needed. Parents are not to enter
the academy with the child.

A letter is sent home to parents to explain the reason for the absence and a reminder to ensure their child
is not late again. Please note that frequent lateness will be investigated by the Attendance Officer and a
consequence will be put int place.
Please note: punctuality is vital during this time of staggered start and end times, in order to maintain
distancing between year groups. Students must stick to their allocated times.
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Behaviour
To ensure the safety of all students and visitors to the academy, a code of conduct will be discussed with the
students to ensure agreement with additional measures put in place during the COVID pandemic.

Any breach of these arrangements may result in a student being excluded, particularly if their actions
jeopardise the safety of others. In any cases, parents will be contacted.
Usual behaviour expectations remain.

Section E: Expectations and routines
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Uniform
Students are expected to wear full academy uniform, including school shoes,
when returning to class. Given the restrictions in PE, they are to bring their PE
trainers (plain black) on the days when they are timetabled PE. This arrangement
will be reviewed as guidelines change. Students must ensure that hairstyles are in
line with academy expectations.

Guiding Principles
The uniform at Bede Academy is a very tangible element of the academy ethos. It is a
‘non-negotiable’ with each student that their uniform and personal appearance are of
the highest standard. Bede Academy students are an immense credit to the academy
through their smart appearance, and staff work hard to support students in
maintaining these high standards. The academy appreciates the support of parents in
ensuring that students are well presented and equipped with the correct uniform
items, so that there is no distraction from the core business of learning.
Through their uniform, we want each student to:
• Feel a sense of belonging.
• Look smart, tidy and modestly dressed.
• Work safely and effectively.
• Establish an identity within the community and build an excellent reputation for
the academy and our students.
• Avoid flaunting wealth, making others feel inferior and excluding others.
It will minimise the potential for bullying, given that all students will be equal in the
way they dress, with no differential in terms of branded items.
Students and parents are asked to respect these principles, keeping their preference
for a particular fashion for evenings, weekends and holidays.
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Girls (R-y11) - Hair

Boys (R-y11) - Hair

Hair must be natural in colour and not dyed or streaked. Extremes in fashion are not
appropriate for school and nor is hair which is either excessively long or short. Hair must not
obscure students’ ability to make good eye contact with staff at all times.
Hair must not be permed, crimped or intricately plaited and hair products to style the hair are
not permitted.
Girls with long hair should have it tied up with Boys’ hair to be above collar height and of a
bottle green, navy or black hair bands / clips and uniform length (not significantly shorter at the
should not be left loose. It should not fall into back and sides than on the top). It must not
the eyes when working, and there should be no be shorter than a ‘number three.’
loose strands dangling either side of the face;
Boys must not shave any decorative patterns,
this rule protects eyesight and prevents hair
such as “tram lines” into their hair.
from becoming entangled or catching fire in
Stay clean shaven once it becomes necessary
practical lessons.
to shave.
Primary years - Shoes
Shoes must be plain black, smart, sensible and polishable. Shoes with distinctive fashion
features such as buckles, logos, flashing lights, tags or any metallic adornment are
not permitted, neither are shoes with heavy sole cleats, boots, training shoes, patent leather or
moccasin style shoes. Girls’ shoes with kitten or stiletto heels are also a hazard to wooden floors
and in emergency situations, such as rapid evacuations of the buildings and are, therefore, not
permitted.
Shoes must not be slip-ons, for boys or girls, and must not have a heel, for health and safety
reasons. Shoes must provide sturdy protection. “Trainer-style” shoes must be avoided. Shoes
should not have any coloureddecoration or logos
Girls shoes must be fastenable over the top of the foot (eg.T-bar, Velcro, buckle strap or lace
up).

Access to toilets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management of toilets is in place for all toilets.
Toilet usage by students in different year groups is permitted, but should be staggered as much as
possible. This is achieved by toilet visits being encouraged during lesson times.
Toilet usage supervised by staff.
Toilets are cleaned throughout the day.
Signage in toilets regarding hand washing protocols.
Doors wedged to communal toilet areas, to prevent handling doors.
Disabled toilets have hand sanitiser outside.
All trained to clean hands before entry to the cubicle and wash hands before exit.
Students will be advised to conduct toilet visits during the day from their classroom base, to avoid
their breaktimes becoming pinch points for toilet access.

Section E: Expectations and routines

Section F: Frequently asked Questions
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2.What about assemblies?
3.What about events and clubs?
4.What about fire drills?
5.Other information?
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What about practical subjects?
We are committed to provide all students with a full curriculum but recognise that there will need to be
some adjustment to practical subjects in order to adhere to safety controls. We anticipate that it will be
possible to re-introduce a greater degree of practical work in due course, and will keep this under
constant review, as new government guidelines emerge.
1.PE -No contact sports
a)Any equipment used to be sanitised between use, to avoid sharing between groups
b)Students can bring PE bags and kits and Year 6 to bring PE mid-layer top to wear in place of
blazer. Students can leave PE bags in school until the kits need to be washed.
c)Fitness sessions are a priority to promote wellbeing. ‘Activities such as the daily mile enable
pupils to be physically active while encouraging physical distancing’.

2. Engineering and Computing
a)Classroom based activities as much as possible.
b)Specialist rooms can be used if needed and timetabled. The demand should be such that we
should allow just one lesson a day so the room and equipment can be cleaned. At least a
free lesson after use so the room can be cleaned.
3. Music
a)Singing only when distance can be maintained in well ventilated room and no use of instruments,
unless they can be easily cleaned after use. Music will take place in classrooms initially. This will
be reviewed. b)Peri lessons will restart at the academy and be sited in spaces where distances of
2m+ can be maintained.

Section F: FAQs

What about assemblies?
•
•
•

Large gatherings are not yet permitted.
Collective worship is the foundation of Bede Academy and is an opportunity to share our core beliefs.
We will continue with a programme of video assemblies during the first term. These assemblies will be
saved on Google Classrooms and will begin each day.

Section F: FAQs
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What about events and clubs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The running of events will remain under constant review, as new government guidelines are released.
Gatherings are not currently permitted.
Where necessary, scheduled events are moving online, and staff are working creatively to replicate some
of these lost opportunities in new ways, such as the recent virtual Sports’ Day. Whole academy events will
be uploaded on to the 'All Primary Students' classroom.
We will run clubs for some class bubbles. Government guidance recognising that schools need to build
this kind of provision overtime.
We hope to introduce Breakfast Club and if this is possible it will run from the academy hall where all
students will sit at their own table and remain at 2m distance from each other. We will send details about
this separately.
The hall is the only place large enough to allow social distancing for students from different
classes. Therefore it is unlikely that After School Club will be possible due to other extra-curriculum clubs
that we hope to offer in the hall in coming weeks.
All this will be under constant review.

Section F: FAQs
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What about fire drills?
The fire evacuation policy has been reviewed to ensure
that there is a clear structure for managing a fire /
evacuation.
Fire evacuation drills will take place at least termly, and
students are expected to evacuate the building using
their nearest exit, in an orderly fashion.
Maintaining social distancing is not a priority in the event
of a fire drill, given that the risk of fire is greater than the
risk of contracting covid 19 in this setting. However, all
student groups have been issued with a numbered fire
assembly line which is at least 2m apart from other lines.
Lockdown arrangements are unchanged.

Section F: FAQs
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Other information?
Other information such as the use of playground equipment, interventions and the use of reading
books will be shared by class teachers.
We very much thank you for your support with home-schooling. We will be forever grateful.

We believe our vision of 'excellence in the community' has really come to life again this term and we
trust that this will continue as we work together to provide the best life chances for our students. We
will appreciate your continued support as we navigate the rest of this academic year.
God bless you all. Much love, Mrs Harding
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A GUIDE FOR PARENTS

